The effect of FTY 720 on engraftment in a model of spontaneous allograft acceptance.
Further development in organ transplantation requires the utilization of new immunosuppressive drugs that-in addition to being effective against rejection-do not block tolerance. We previously reported that FTY 720, a drug that alters lymphocyte trafficking, has marked anti-rejection properties. We now investigate how FTY 720 influences tolerance in a model of graft acceptance by donor-specific blood transfusion (DSBT). Two different transplant models--heart transplantation (Htx) and intestinal transplantation (Itx)--were studied. We performed orthotopic Itx and heterotopic Htx using fully mismatched inbred male RA (RT1(p)) and PVG (RT1(c)) rats as donors and recipients. Tolerance was induced by DSBT on pre-transplant day -12. To test the effect of FTY 720 on DSBT-induced tolerance, we administered FTY 720 orally prior to DSBT. Itx: control rats succumbed to rejection at 18+/-4 days. DSBT alone prolonged survival to 101.9+/-18 days (P<0.05 vs untreated). Long-term survivors were tolerant (acceptance of secondary donor-specific Htx). Adjunction of FTY 720 prior to DSBT reduced survival to 55.9+/-44.7 days (P<0.05). However, long-term survivors still accepted secondary donor-specific Htx. Htx: control rats survived 9+/-0.6 days. DSBT alone prolonged survival indefinitely (>120 days) and induced tolerance (acceptance of secondary donor-specific Htx). Unlike in Itx, adjunction of FTY 720 prior to DSBT did not reduce Htx survival. Acceptance of secondary donor-specific Htx was not influenced by FTY 720. In Itx, FTY 720 counteracts the beneficial effect of pre-transplant DSBT and triggers acute rejection of primary, but not secondary grafts. In Htx, however, FTY 720 allows full development of tolerance. The mechanisms by which FTY 720 causes rejection in primary intestinal but not in heart grafts need to be elucidated.